
Dashboard - Bug #44366

mgr/dashboard: restore lost fix for prometheus alert

03/02/2020 10:37 AM - Patrick Seidensal

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Patrick Seidensal   

Category: Monitoring   

Target version: v15.0.0   

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport: nautilus Pull request ID: 33655

Regression: Yes Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

In commit fb51c589b5b5cd6a05cbfb08c41ca46a8941b269 a fix for alerting on a full pool has accidentally been removed.

Related issues:

Copied to Dashboard - Backport #44474: nautilus: mgr/dashboard: restore lost ... Resolved

History

#1 - 03/02/2020 10:39 AM - Patrick Seidensal

- Description updated

#2 - 03/02/2020 10:45 AM - Patrick Seidensal

- Status changed from In Progress to Fix Under Review

- Pull request ID set to 33655

#3 - 03/02/2020 12:39 PM - Jan Fajerski

- Backport set to nautilus

#4 - 03/02/2020 03:45 PM - Nathan Cutler

Would it make sense to backport

(1) the original fix,

(2) the fix that deleted the original fix, and

(3) this fix which restores the original fix

all in a single PR ?

#5 - 03/02/2020 04:44 PM - Alfonso Martínez

Hi Nathan,

(2) the fix that deleted the original fix

is alreadys backported but not (1).

so IMHO it makes sense to backport (3).
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https://github.com/ceph/ceph/commit/fb51c589b5b5cd6a05cbfb08c41ca46a8941b269#diff-64525e8593ff765da829fddd4e5bb085
https://tracker.ceph.com/issues/42982


#6 - 03/03/2020 04:24 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

- Target version set to v15.0.0

#7 - 03/06/2020 10:31 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #44474: nautilus: mgr/dashboard: restore lost fix for prometheus alert added

#8 - 11/05/2020 02:41 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved" or "Rejected".

#9 - 04/15/2021 05:22 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 148 to Monitoring
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